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On the detachment of step-tapered doublers:
Part I- foundations
W. J. Bottega', A. M. Karlsson
Department oj M echanical and Aerospace Engil/eeril/g, RUlgers Ul/iversitJ'. PiscalGlI"O), NJ 08854-8058. U.S. A.

t. Introduction
The con figuration ofa secondary structu re, a 'doubler', ad hered to a primary structure occurs
in man y settings . A particular contemporary system of thi s type, which is o f current interest, is
that co rresponding to a composite ' patch' adhered to a damaged (cracked) structu re in an attempt
10 transfer the load from the base structure and alleviate the stress in tensity in the vicinity of the
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damage[ Typically the patch is designed and its e}ectiveness evaluated toward this end by con!
sidering plane stress type analyses of ~at structures subjected to in!plane loading[ We cite here the
work of Roderick "0879#\ Sih and Hong "0878#\ and Baker "0882#\ as examples[ A discussion of
these and other related papers is presented in the papers by Bottega "0884#\ and Bottega and Loia
"0885\ 0886#\ and hence is not elaborated upon presently[
Debonding of a patch from its base structure is evidently a pertinent issue as such behavior can
have dramatic consequences with regard to the e}ectiveness of the doubler and the integrity of the
overall structure[ The issue of edge debonding of untapered patches from base structures has been
considered for ~at structures by Bottega "0884# and Bottega and Loia "0886#\ and for cylindrical
structures by Bottega and Loia "0885#[ Caveats regarding extrapolation from simpli_ed rep!
resentations:tests were presented by Loia and Bottega "0884#[ In all cases\ various loading and
support conditions were considered and it was seen that out of plane bending together with in!
plane stretching strongly in~uence the debonding behavior of the evolving structure[ A variety of
characteristics of the debonding structures were exhibited in these studies including the existence
and in~uence of a contact zone under appropriate conditions\ the phenomenon of edge contact\
the in~uence of support conditions\ and the in~uence of the relative patch sti}ness and length on
the evolution of the composite structure[ With regard to the latter e}ects\ it was seen that relatively
sti} patches generally debond more readily\ and in a more unstable fashion\ than their more
compliant counterparts[ In anticipation of undesirable behavior due to the presence of stress
concentrations at discontinuous geometries\ tapering of the edge of the patch to reduce this e}ect
is currently being explored in certain tests and designs ðe[g[\ "Raizenne et al[\ 0884#Ł[ We note that
a number of studies of tapered laminated structures\ usually of ~at symmetric lay!up con_gurations
subjected to in!plane tension!compression loading\ have been conducted for structural elements
where a change in cross section is imposed as a result of functional requirements "see\ for example\
Fish and Lee\ 0878 ^ Armanios and Pernas\ 0878 ^ Salpekar et al[\ 0880 ^ Curry et al[\ 0881 ^ Botting
et al[\ 0885#[ Consequently\ it is of interest to understand how such tapering of the edge of the
doubler will alter the debonding behavior of patched structures[ We therefore consider such issues
in the present study[
Speci_cally\ we consider both ~at and cylindrical structures "see Fig[ 0# to which multilayer
patches are adhered\ for the situation where the edges of the patches are tapered layerwise "see
Fig[ 1#[ The formulation for both ~at and curved structures will be considered simultaneously[
Three loading types will be considered[ These include "i# applied in!plane:circumferential tension\
"ii# three!point transverse loading\ and "iii# applied transverse "internal# pressure[ As in the related
studies pertaining to uniform untapered patches "Bottega\ 0884 ^ Bottega and Loia\ 0885 ^ Bottega
and Loia\ 0886# the problem is formulated from a uni_ed point of view\ as a moving intermediate
boundaries problem in the calculus of variations*with an appropriate thin structure theory used
to model the base structure and each of the layers of the patch individually\ and a Gri.th type
energy criterion incorporated to govern debonding of the patch from the base structure[ The
existence and e}ects of the presence of a contact zone is included as are the phenomena of edge
point contact and lift[ Such an approach yields a self!consistent formulation for the evolving
composite structure which includes the governing equations and boundary and matching con!
ditions for the intact segment of the composite structure\ for the debonded segment of the composite
structure in a region of sliding contact\ and for the base structure and composite patch in the
region of separation[ It also yields the transversality conditions which de_ne the locations of

Fig[ 0[ Structures with edge tapered patches subjected to various loading conditions[ "a# Applied in!plane tension "shown
for ~at con_guration#\ "b# three!point transverse loading "shown for ~at con_guration#\ "c# applied "internal# pressure
"shown for cylindrical structure with clamped!_xed supports#[

Fig[ 1[ Geometry for step tapered patch with base panel[ "Shown for ~at panel but identical for cylindrical panel[#

the propagating lift zone:contact zone boundary and the propagating contact zone:bond zone
boundary\ corresponding to equilibrium con_gurations of the evolving composite structure[ The
condition for the latter yields the self!consistent and physically interpretable expressions for the
corresponding energy release rates for debonding[ Finally\ results of numerical simulations for the

test con_gurations corresponding to patched plates subjected to applied in!plane tensile loading
and three!point transverse loading are presented for various taper angles and compared[ The
complex results of intricate simulations pertaining to patched plates and shells subjected to applied
transverse pressure are presented in Part 1 of this study "Karlsson and Bottega\ 0887#[ In all\ the
in~uence of support conditions is included[ The studies reveal interesting\ and often unanticipated\
characteristics associated with the degree of taper\ particularly for the case of pressure loading[

1[ Formulation
We next present a uni_ed formulation for the class of structures of interest[ Both ~at and curved
structures will be considered simultaneously\ though the length normalization will di}er for the
two structural types in keeping with prior related work "Bottega\ 0884 ^ Bottega and Loia\ 0885 ^
Bottega and Loia\ 0886 ^ and Loia and Bottega\ 0884#[
Consider the thin cylindrical " ~at# structure comprised of a base shell "plate# of normalized
half!span L9 to which a cylindrical " ~at# patch of half!span L0 ¾ L9 is adhered[ Let the patch be
comprised of n layers\ numbered a  0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ n proceeding away from the base structure in
the transverse direction\ and let the corresponding lengths La be sequentially shorter such that
L0 × L1 × = = = × Ln\ as shown in Fig[ 1[ Let the patch be bonded to the base structure over the
region S0 ] s $ ð9\ aŁ as shown in Fig[ 2\ where s is the circumferential arc "axial# coordinate measured
from centerspan of the structure[ Further\ let us consider the debonded:unbonded portion of the
patch to maintain sliding contact over the region S1 ] s $ ða\ bŁ immediately ahead of the bonded
region\ while the portion of the patch de_ned on S2 ] s $ ðb\ L9Ł is lifted:separated from the base
structure[ These three regions will be referred to as the {bond zone|\ {contact zone| and {lift zone|\
respectively[ We designate the domain of de_nition of portion of the patch in the lift zone as
S20 ] s $ ðb\ L0Ł such that S20 W S2[ However\ when referring to the portion of the patch in region S2\
it will be understood that the corresponding subregion is indicated[ At this point\ let us also de_ne
the {conjugate bond zone size| a  L9−a as indicated in the _gure[ We shall be interested in
examining the evolution and response of the {composite structure| when it is subjected to "i# applied
circumferential:in!plane tension\ "ii# three!point transverse loading\ and "iii# applied transverse
"internal# pressure[ In what follows all length scales are normalized with respect to the dimensional
radius R
L9 for the ~at
Þ of the undeformed shell segment "or by the dimensional half length Þ
structure#\ and the common surface or interface between the patch and base structure\ and its
extension\ will be used as the reference surface[
The individual patch layers as well as the base structure will be modeled as von Karman plates
for the case of a ~at structure "Bottega\ 0884# or by the shallow shell model employed in Bottega
and Loia "0885# for the case of cylindrical panels[ The corresponding relations for the normalized
"centerline# membrane strains e9i "s# and eai "s# and the normalized curvature changes k9i "s# and
kai "s# for the base structure and layer a of the patch in each region are thus\ respectively\ given by
e9i  u?9i −kw9i ¦01 w?91i \ k9i  wý9i ¦kw9i \ s $ Si

"i  0Ð2#

"0a\b#

eai  u?ai −kwai ¦01 w?ai1 \ kai  wýai ¦kwai \ s $ Sia

"i  0Ð2\ a  0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ n#

"0c\d#

Fig[ 2[ Half!span of structure showing characteristic lengths and coordinates[ "Shown for curved panel[#

where k  9 or 0\ with k  9 corresponding to the case of a ~at structure and k  0 to the case of
a cylindrical structure[
In eqns "0a#Ð"0d#\ u9i  u9i "s# "positive in direction of increasing s# and w9i  w9i "s# "positive
inward:downward#\ respectively\ correspond to the circumferential "in!plane# and transverse dis!
placements of the centerline of the base panel in region Si\ and uai  uai "s# and wai  wai "s# cor!
respond to the analogous displacements of the centerline of layer a of the patch[ In addition\
superposed primes indicate total di}erentiation with respect to s[
In keeping with the Kircho} Hypothesis\ the circumferential "axial# displacements and mem!
brane strains\ ui "r\ s# and ei "r\ s#\ are taken to vary linearly through the thickness of each layer
of the patch and base structure while the through the thickness dependence of the transverse
displacements wi "r\ s# is considered to be of higher order[ Hence\
ha
ha
¾ za ¾ \
1
1

"i  0Ð2\ a  9\ 0\ [ [ [ \ n# ^

"1a#

ha
ha
¾ za ¾ \
1
1

"i  0Ð2\ a  9\ 0\ [ [ [ \ n# ^

"1b#

ui  uai ¦za w?ai ^ −
ei  eai ¦za kai ^ −

where za  z−ra "r−k#−ra[ The parameter ra radially "transversally# locates the centroid of
layer a "a  9\ 0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ n# of the structure with respect to the reference surface\ while za is the
transverse coordinate measured from the centroid of layer a\ z is the corresponding transverse
coordinate measured from the reference surface\ and r is the transverse coordinate measured from
the origin "the center of curvature of the undeformed cylinder\ or directly from the reference
surface for the ~at plate#[ The index a  9 corresponds to the base structure[
It follows that the displacements u9i "s# and the membrane strains e9i "s# at the base structure
centerline are related to their counterparts at the reference surface\ ui "s# and ei "s#\ by the relations
ui  u9i ¦

h9
h9
w? \ ei  e9i ¦ k9i \
1 9i
1

"i  0Ð2#[

"2a\b#

Further\ the parameters h9 ð 0 and ha ð 0 "a  0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ n# correspond to the normalized thick!
nesses of the base panel and of layer a of the patch\ respectively[
The normalized resultant membrane forces in the base panel and layer a of the patch in region
Si "i  0Ð2# are then given\ respectively\ as
N9i "s#  C9 e9i "s#

and Nai "s#  Ca eai "s#

"i  0Ð2\ a  0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ n#

"3a\b#

where C9 and D9\ respectively\ represent the normalized membrane sti}ness and bending sti}ness
of the base panel\ and Ca and Da\ represent the corresponding normalized membrane and bending
sti}nesses of layer a of the patch "a  0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ n#[ In what follows\ the normalization of the
sti}nesses of the primitive structures is based on the dimensional bending sti}ness D
Þ 9 of the base
panel\ and the dimensional radius R
L9 for the ~at
Þ for the cylindrical structure "or the half length Þ
structure# in the undeformed con_guration[ Hence\
C9  01:h91 \ D9  0\ Ca  C9 Ea ta \ Da  Ea ta2 \

"a  0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ n#

where ]
Ea :E
ta  ha :h9 \ Ea  Þ
Þ9

or Ea 

Ea :"0−na1 #
Þ
\
E9 :"0−n91 #
Þ

"a  0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ n#

E9 and Þ
Ea correspond to the "dimensional# elastic moduli of the base panel and layer a of the
Þ
patch\ respectively\ and n9 and na correspond to the associated Poisson|s ratios[
We next formulate an energy functional P\ as follows ]
2

2

q¾n

"i#
"i#
"i#
"i#
¦U 9M
#¦ s s "U aB
¦U aM
−La"i# #−W¦G
P  s "U 9B

"4#

i0 a0

i0

where n is the maximum number of layers of the patch\ q  q"s# ¾ n is the maximum "outermost#
layer number at a particular circumferential "axial# coordinate {s|[ Further\
"i#

U 9B

g

Si

0
1

1
"i#
D9 k9i
ds\ U aB


g

0
1

Da kai1 ds\

"i  0Ð2\ a  0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ n#\

"5a\b#

Si

respectively\ correspond to the bending energies of the base panel\ and of patch layer a\ in region
i\

"i#
U 9M


g

0
1

1
"i#
C9 e9i
ds\ U aM


Si

g

0
1

Ca eai1 ds\

"i  0Ð2\ a  0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ n#

"6a\b#

Si

are the corresponding membrane energies of the base panel and patch layer a\ respectively\ and
La"i# are constraint functionals\ given by
La"i# 

g

sa"i# "wai −w"a−0#i # ds¦

Si

g

ta"i# "uai −u"a−0#i # ds\

"a  0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ n#

"7#

Si

where sa"i# and ta"i# are Lagrange multipliers such that t0"1#  t0"2#  s0"2#  9 and s0"1# ³ 9[ The
Lagrange multipliers may be seen to correspond to the interface stresses[ The functional W
corresponds to the work done by the applied loading and is given by
2

W  T9 u92 "L9 #\ or W  Q9 w92 "L9 #\ or W  − s
i0

6g

Si

7

p9 w9i ds \

"8a\b\c#

depending upon the speci_c problem of interest\ where T9 represents the normalized applied
circumferential "in!plane# tension per unit width\ Q9 is the normalized intensity of the applied
transverse loads for the 2!point case\ and p9 corresponds to the normalized applied "internal#
pressure "see Fig[ 0#[ Further\
G  1g"a−a9 #

"09#

is the delamination energy\ where
a  L9 −a

"00#

is the {conjugate| bond zone "half# length as de_ned earlier\ a9 corresponds to some initial value
of a\ and g is the normalized bond energy "bond strength# 0 associated with the patch!base panel
interface[1
The normalized loads T9\ Q9 and p9 appearing in eqns "8a\b\c# are related to their dimensional
counterparts Þ
T\ Q
Þ and p¹ \ by
ÞR1 :D
TR
T9  Þ
Þ1 :D
Þ 9 \ Q9  QÞ
Þ 9 \ p9  pÞ
Þ9\
¹R2 :D
where\ we recall that\ D
Þ 9 is the dimensional bending sti}ness of the base panel[ In a similar manner\
the normalized bond energy g is related to its dimensional counterpart g¹ \ by
g  gÞ
Þ9[
¹ R1 :D
The normalized interfacial stresses sa"i# and ta"i# "i  0Ð2\ a  0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ n#\ i[e[*the Lagrange multi!
pliers\ are related to their dimensional counterparts in a manner analogous to that of the applied

0

More generally\ the bond strength g may be considered to be an implicit function of a such that G is de_ned in
terms of its variation\ viz dG  1gda\ where d represents the variational operator[
1
Similar functionals may be included for each interface if it is desired to examine delamination "debonding of the
constituent layers# of the patch itself[ We are here interested in debonding of the patch from the base structure\ hence
such terms are excluded for brevity and clarity of presentation[

pressure[ "For the case of a ~at structure\ the dimensional radius R
Þ is replaced by the dimensional
half length Þ
L9 of the base structure\ in each of the above normalizations[#
The Principle of Stationary Potential Energy\ in the present context\ may be stated as
dP  9\

"01#

where d corresponds to the variational operator[
Taking the appropriate variations\ allowing the interior boundaries a and b to vary along with
the displacements\ we arrive at the corresponding di}erential equations\ boundary and matching
conditions\ and transversality conditions[ "The transversality conditions establish values of the
variable interior boundaries a and b\ to be found as part of the solution together with the associated
displacement _eld\ which correspond to equilibrium con_gurations of the evolving structure[#
After eliminating the Lagrange multipliers from the resulting equations\ we arrive at a self!
consistent set of equations\ and conditions "including energy release rates# for the evolving com!
posite structure[ We thus have
 −p9 \ N?
Mi ý¦k"Mi −Ni #−"Ni w?#?
i
i  9\
Mý2 ¦k"M2 −N2 #−"N2 w2?#?  −p9 \ N?2  9\
M>2ý¦k"M>2 −N>2 #−"N>2 w>?
N>?
2 #?  9\
2  9\

"s $ Si ^ i  0\ 1#
"s $ S2 #

"s $ S2 #

"02a\b#
"03a\b#
"04a\b#

with
w>i "s# 0 w0i "s#  w1i "s#  = = =  wqi "s#\

"s $ Si ^ i  0\ 1\ 2 ^ q ¾ n#

u>i "s# 0 u0i ¦r0 w>?
i  u1i ¦r1 w>?
i  = = =  uqi ¦rq w>?
i
wi "s# 0 w9i "s#  w>i "s#\
ki "s# 0 k9i "s#  k>i "s#\
u0 "s#  u>0 "s#\

"s $ Si ^ i  0\ 1\ 2 ^ q ¾ n#

"s $ Si ^ i  0\ 1#

"05a#
"05b#
"06a\b#

"s $ Si ^ i  0\ 1#

"06c\d#

"s $ S0 #

"06e#

where u>i "s#\ w>i "s#\ e>i "s#\ k>i "s# are the normalized circumferential "in!plane# and transverse dis!
placements\ membrane strain and curvature change\ respectively\ of the patch at the reference
surface\ while ui "s#\ wi "s#\ ei "s# and ki "s# correspondingly refer to the displacements\ membrane
strain and curvature change of the base structure at the reference surface[ Further\
q¾n

N>i "s# 0 s Nai "s#  C>"q# e>i "s#¦B>"q# k>i "s#\

"s $ Si ^ i  0\ 1\ 2#

"07a#

a0
q¾n

M>i "s# 0 s "Da kai "s#¦ra Nai "s##
a0

 A>"q# k>i "s#¦B>"q# e>i "s#  D>"q# k>i "s#¦r>"q# N>i \

"s $ Si ^ i  0\ 1\ 2#

"07b#

correspond to the normalized resultant membrane force and resultant bending moment "about an
axis through the reference surface#\ respectively\ of the entire patch cross section in region Si\
where the sti}nesses of the composite patch are found in terms of the sti}nesses of the individual
layers as

q¾n

q¾n

q¾n

A>"q#  s "Da ¦ra1 Ca #\ B>"q#  s ra Ca \ C>"q#  s Ca \
a0

a0

"07?a\b\c#

a0

D>"q#  A>"q# −r>"q# B>"q# \ and r>"q#  B>"q# :C>"q# [

"07?d\e#

The parameter D>"q# is seen to correspond to the bending sti}ness of the composite patch measured
with respect to its neutral axis at coordinate s\ while the parameter r>"q# is seen to locate the neutral
axis of the composite patch with respect to the reference surface at this coordinate[
For the isotropic base structure we have simply that
Ni "s# 0 N9i "s#

and Mi "s# 0 D9 k9i "s#−

h9
N "s#\
1 9i

"s $ Si ^ i  0\ 1\ 2#

"08a\b#

where Ni "s# and Mi "s#\ respectively\ correspond to the normalized resultant membrane force and
bending moment acting on the cross section of the base panel\ measured with respect to the
reference surface\ in region Si[ "For a layered base structure\ Ni "s# and Mi "s# would be of the same
general form as the corresponding parameters for the patch but without the e}ect of the taper\ i[e[
q  q"s#*the number of layers being uniform throughout the span[# In a manner similar to that
for the composite patch\ we have for the composite structure "patch¦base panel#\
N0 "s# 0 N0 ¦N>0  C"q# e0 "s#¦B"q# k"s#\
0

"19a#

M0 "s# 0 M0 "s#¦M>0 "s#
 A"q# k0 "s#¦B"q# e0 "s#  D"q# k0 "s#¦r"q# N0 \

"19b#

where N0 "s# and M0 "s#\ respectively\ correspond to the normalized membrane force and normalized
bending moment in the bonded portion of the composite structure "patch¦base panel#\ and
N1 "s# 0 N1 ¦N>1 \

"10a#

0

M1 "s# 0 M1 "s#¦M>1 "s#  m"q# k1 "s#¦ r>"q# N>1 −

1

h9
N \
1 91

"10b#

respectively\ correspond to the normalized resultant membrane force and bending moment of the
debonded portion of the composite structure in the contact zone[
The sti}nesses of the composite structure de_ned by eqns "19a#\ "19b# and "10b# are found\ in
terms of the sti}nesses and thicknesses of the substructures\ as
A"q#  D9 ¦"h9 :1# 1 C9 ¦A>"q# \

"19?a#

B"q#  B>"q# −"h9 :1#C9 \

"19?b#

C"q#  C9 ¦C>"q# \

"19?c#

D"q#  A"q# −r"q# B"q# \

"19?d#

r"q#  B"q# :C"q# [

"19?e#

m"q#  D9 ¦D>"q# [

"10?#

The parameter D"q# is seen to correspond to the bending sti}ness of the composite structure

measured with respect to its neutral axis at coordinate s\ while the parameter r"q# is seen to
"radially:transversely# locate the neutral axis of the composite structure with respect to the reference
surface at this coordinate in the bond zone[ The parameter m"q# may be identi_ed as the bending
sti}ness of the composite structure with respect to its neutral axis at coordinate s\ in the contact
zone[
The associated boundary and matching conditions obtained similarly take the forms ]
u0 "9#  9\ w0?"9#  9\

"11a\b#

and
ðM?
0 −N
0 w?
0 Ł s9  9

"applied pressure or circumferential:in!plane tension#

"11c#

or
w0 "9#  9\

"three!point loading#

"11c?#

u0 "a#  u1 "a#  u>1 "a#\ N0 "a#  N1 "a#\

"12a\b\c#

w0 "a#  w1 "a#\ w0?"a#  w1?"a#\

"12d\e#

M0 "a#  M1 "a#\

"12f\g#

ðM0?−N0 w?
0 Ł sa  ðM?
1 −N
1 w?
1 Ł sa \

u1 "b#  u2 "b#\ N1 "b#  N2 "b#\

"13a\b#

u>1 "b#  u>2 "b#\ N>1 "b#  N>2 "b#\

"13c\d#

w1 "b#  w2 "b#  w>2 "b#\

"13e\f#

w?
?"b#  w>?
1 "b#  w2
2 "b#\

"13g\h#

M1 "b#  M2 "b#¦M>2 "b#\

"13i#

ðM?
1 −N
1 w?
1 Ł sb  ðM?2 −N2 w?
2 Ł sb ¦ðM>?
2 −N>
2 w>?
2 Ł sb \

"13j#

N>2 "L0 #  k>2 "L0 #  ðM>?
2 −N>
2 w>?
2 Ł sL0  9\
u92 "L9 #  9 or N92 "L9 #  T9

"14a\b\c#

"T9 prescribed#\

"15a\a?#

and
w92 "L9 #  9\ and w?92 "L9 #  9 or k92 "L9 #  9\

"applied pressure and tension#
"15b\c\c?#

or
ðM?2 −N2 w?2 Ł sL9  −Q9

"Q9 prescribed#

and k92 "L9 #  9[

"2!point loading#
"15?b\c#

Conditions similar to those de_ned by eqns "12a#Ð"12g# or "13a#Ð"13j# must also be imposed at
the boundary of each step "i[e[\ at s  La ^ a  0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ n#\ the speci_c form depending upon
whether the boundary in question occurs within the bond zone\ contact zone\ or lift zone[ This
occurs since the sti}nesses of the composite patch ðsee eqns "07?aÐe#Ł and hence also of the

composite structure ðsee eqns "19?aÐe# and "10?#Ł are piecewise constant and hence generally not
continuously di}erentiable within the tapered region of the patch[ Hence\
u0 "Lq¦ #  u0 "Lq− #\ N0 "Lq¦ #  N0 "Lq− #\
wi "Lq¦ #  wi "Lq− #\ w?
i "Lq¦ #  w?i "Lq− #\
Mi "Lq¦ #  Mi "Lq− #\

"i  0\ 1#

"i  0\ 1#

"16c\d#

[Lq $"9\ b#

"16e#

[Lq $"9\ b#

ðM?
i −N
i w?
i Ł sLq  ðM?
i −N
i wi?Ł sLq
¦

"i  0\ 1#

−

u>i "Lq¦ #  u>i "Lq− #\ N>i "Lq¦ #  N>i "Lq− #\

"i  1\ 2#

w>2 "Lq¦ #  w>2 "Lq− #\ w>?"L
2
q¦ #  w>?"L
2
q− #\
M>2 "Lq¦ #  M>2 "Lq− #\

"16a\b#
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This situation is alleviated somewhat for the case where the taper is continuous[ For the case of a
continuous end taper\ the above conditions are satis_ed identically "sti}nesses\ etc[ are di}er!
entiable#\ except at s  L0 and s  Ln[
The transversality condition for the propagating bond zone boundary\ s  a\ takes the following
forms depending upon the presence or absence of a contact zone[ Hence\
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where GA "a# and GB "a# are identi_ed as the energy release rates[ The conditions "18# suggest the
following delamination criterion ]
if\ for some initial value of a  a9\ we have that G"a9# − 1g\ then debonding occurs and the system
evolves "a decreases\ a increases# such that the corresponding equality "18a# or "18b# is satis_ed[
If G"a9# ³ 1g\ debonding does not occur[
For a propagating contact zone boundary s  b\ the associated transversality condition reduces
to the form
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"29#

It is seen that for continuous tapering the jump in membrane energy density across the contact
zone!lift zone boundary "the last bracket on the left hand side# vanishes identically[ Hence\
incorporating the corresponding moment balance given by eqn "13i#\ it is seen that for such
tapering eqn "29# reduces to the condition that
k1 "b#  k92 "b#  k>2 "b#\

"b ³ L0 #

"29?a\b#

to which we add the quali_cation
k92 "b¦ # × k>2 "b¦ #

"29?c#

to prohibit penetration of the base panel and patch for s $ S2[ "It will be seen shortly that eqn "29#
reduces to a statement of continuity of curvature change at the contact zone boundary for the
discrete case as well\ for the class of problems of interest[# It is thus seen that such a boundary is
de_ned by the point where the curvature changes of the respective segments of the structure become
continuous[ The system "0#Ð"29# de_nes the class of problems of interest[
The boundary conditions "14#\ together with eqns "04a\b#\ indicate that the {~ap| "i[e[\ the
segment of the debonded portion of the patch which is lifted away from the base structure# is
unloaded and hence that
N>2 "s#  k>2 "s#  M>?
2 "s#  9

"[s $ S2 #[

"20a\b\c#

Further\ integration of eqns "02b#\ "03b# and "04b#\ imposition of the associated matching con!
ditions "12c#\ "13b#\ and "13d#\ and incorporation of eqn "20a# while recalling eqn "10a# yields the
results
N0  N1  N2  N9  constant\ N>2  N>1  9[

"21#

The remaining equations and conditions are modi_ed accordingly\ with the transversality con!
ditions "18#Ð"29# taking the forms
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and
k1 "b#  k92 "b#  9\ k92 "b¦ # × 9\

"b ³ L0 #

"29ýa\b\c#

regardless of whether the tapering is continuous or discrete\ where
0:C "e#
"q# 0

"C>"q# :C9 #
[
C
"q#

"22#

It may be seen from eqn "29ý# that a propagating\ or intermediate\ contact zone boundary may
occur only if conditions are such that an in~ection point occurs in the interval a ³ s ³ L0[ If not\
the system will possess either a full contact zone "b  L0#\ or no contact zone "b  a#[ For the
former case\ the lifted segment of the ~ap "region S20# will not exist\ and the condition

k1 "s# ³ 9

"a ¾ s ¾ b  L0 #

"291#

must be satis_ed "see Section 2[0#[ If b  a\ then the condition of {edge point contact|\ the situation
in which only the free edge of the composite patch maintains sliding contact with the base structure\
is possible[ "For the purposes of brevity and clarity of presentation\ the formulation for this case
is presented separately in Appendix B[# Alternatively\ b  a and no contact at all occurs between
the debonded segments of the patch and the base structure[
Integrating the strainÐdisplacement relations and imposing the corresponding boundary and
matching conditions for the circumferential displacements results in the integrability condition
given by
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where dij is Kronecker|s delta\ and q> 0 q"a#[ We are reminded that 0 ¾ q"s# ¾ n and hence that
r"q# appearing in the integrand is piecewise constant over S0[ The counterparts of eqns "02a# and
"03a# and the corresponding boundary and matching conditions obtained upon substitution of the
results "20# and "21#\ together with the transversality conditions "18?# and "29ý#\ and the inte!
grability condition "23#\ transform the problem statement into a mixed formulation in terms of the
transverse displacement w9i "s# "i  0Ð2#\ the membrane force N9\ and the propagating boundaries a
and b[ A discussion pertaining to the analysis of the problems of the class of interest is presented
in the next section[

2[ Analysis
In this section the basis of a linear analysis of the problems of interest is presented[ The analysis
is based on the general formulation presented in the previous section[ As in "Bottega\ 0884# we
_rst examine the existence and characteristics of a contact zone\ and then outline the analysis for
an evolving structure of the class under consideration[ It will be shown that a contact zone can
exist for the case of a pressure loaded structure "plate or shell# for the situation where the supports
are such that rotation at the edge is prohibited "clamped edges#[ It will further be shown that when
a contact zone does exist then it will traverse the entire debonded region of the patch "i[e[\ it is a
{full| contact zone#[ The arguments and characteristics follow the same general form as in "Bottega\
0884#\ for ~at plates with untapered patches[ Such characteristics were observed numerically for
patched shells without taper "Bottega and Loia\ 0885#\ but an analytical proof for this class of
problems was not given therein[ This was also the case for patched circular plates without taper
"Bottega and Loia\ 0886#[

2[0[ Contact zone
Upon substitution of the linearized version of eqn "02a# into the corresponding equation for the
patch in region 1 "not presented#\ we arrive at an expression for the associated "transversely
directed# interfacial stress s0"1# given by
s0"1# "s#  −

D>"q#
p ¾ 9\
m"q# eff

"24a#

where
peff 0 p9 −kN9 − 9\

"k  9\ 0#

"24b#

and we recall that k  9 corresponds to the case of a ~at structure and k  0 corresponds to the
case of a cylindrical structure[ It can be seen from eqn "24a# that the interfacial stress is piecewise
constant throughout the contact zone "though it may not be uniform due to the presence of the
steps of the patch#[ As indicated in eqns "24a\b#\ we stipulate that when contact between the
debonded surfaces of the base panel and the patch occurs\ the contact stress must necessarily be
compressive\ i[e[ that s0"1# ¾ 9 "pe} − 9#[ Upon consideration of eqns "24a# and "24b#\ it may be
seen that s0"1# − 9 when p9  9 "kN9 − 9#\ from which it may be concluded that a contact zone
does not exist for the cases under consideration for which the applied pressure vanishes "the
exception being the case of passive contact\ k1 "s#  k92 "s#  9\ for the tensile loaded plate with
pinned supports*see Bottega\ 0884#[ For situations where the pressure is nonvanishing\ the
existence and characteristics of a contact zone will be dependent upon the characteristics of the
curvature changes occurring in the various regions of the structure[
Upon solution of the governing equations presented in the previous section\ it is found that the
curvature changes in each segment are of the forms given by
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"25a\b\c#

where
f"s# 

6

c9 −01 p9 s1

"k  9#

"26a\b#

c0 cos"s#−peff "k  0#

and the constants c9 and c0 depend upon the support conditions for the speci_c problem of interest
" for speci_c values of the lift zone*contact zone boundary\ b\ and the bond zone boundary\ a#[
It is seen from eqns "25b\c# and "26a\b# that the debonding structure possesses at most one
in~ection point on the interval s $ ða\ 0Ł for a ~at structure or s $ ða\ pŁ for a cylindrical structure[
By virtue of eqns "29ýa\b#\ this point will correspond to the bond zone boundary s  b provided
it does not occur beyond the domain of de_nition of the patch and provided eqn "29ýc# is satis_ed[
Consideration of a free body diagram of the debonded segments of the patch indicates that
k1 "s# ¾ 9\ s $"a\ b#

"27#

for contact[ It may be easily shown via eqns "26a\b# that for the case of hinged supports " free or

_xed# k"s# × 9 for all s × a\ for both the ~at "k  9# and cylindrical "k  0# classes of structures
under consideration[ Since this contradicts eqn "27#\ it follows that no contact zone exists for these
cases[
For the case of clamped support conditions we make the following argument[ If eqn "27# is
satis_ed\ it follows from eqns "25b\c# and "26a\b# that k2 "s# ³ 9[ This violates the condition given
by eqn "29ýc#[ Thus\ if a contact zone occurs under these conditions\ it will be a {full contact zone|
"that is\ the entire debonded segment of the patch will maintain contact with the base structure#[
Alternatively\ no contact zone will exist if k1 "a¦ # ³ 9[ We thus see that for the pressure loaded
structure " ~at or curved#\ the composite structure possesses either no contact zone or a full contact
zone\ but the occurrence and behavior of a propagating contact zone is not an issue[ These
conditions are incorporated into the analysis outlined in the remainder of this section\ to predict
the behavior of the evolving system[
2[1[ Evolvin` structure
Paralleling the analyses of Bottega "0884#\ Bottega and Loia "0885# and Bottega and Loia "0886#
for similarly con_gured structures without taper\ we _rst de_ne the normalized loading parameter
l and characteristic de~ection D\ for each of the speci_c problems "applied tension\ three!point
transverse loading\ and applied pressure#\ respectively\ as follows ]
"l  T9 \ D  u92 "L9 ## ^

"l  Q9 \ D  w92 "L9 ## ^

"l  p9 \ D  −w90 "9##[

"28aÐc#

We shall also de_ne the {global sti}ness| for each particular problem as
K 0 l:D

"39#

for each "l\ D# pair de_ned in eqn "28#[
Since we shall perform a linear analysis\ the response in each case will be found to be proportional
to the loading parameter for the speci_c problem under consideration[ The integrability condition\
eqn "23#\ will then take the general form
u92 "L9 #  lFl "a#¦N9 FN "a#\

"30#

where Fl "a# and FN "a# are functions obtained by substituting the speci_c analytical solution for
the transverse displacement into eqn "23#[ For problems where l  T9\ we have\ from condition
"15a?#\ that N9  T9[ Equation "30# then gives the normalized in!plane:circumferential edge dis!
placement as a function of the applied tension for this case[ For other loading types\ eqn "30# gives
the normalized membrane force N9 as a function of l for _xed end conditions "u"L9#  9#\ and
gives the in!plane:circumferential edge displacement as a function of l for free edge conditions\
where N9  9 from eqn "15a?#[
For each case and for each increment in load\ the particular equilibrium con_guration of the
evolving system has associated with it a particular value of the contact zone boundary b for a given
value of a[ It was established in the previous subsection that\ within the context of the model\ no
contact zone is present "b  a# for the case of applied in!plane:circumferential tension or for the
case of three!point transverse loading[ It was likewise established that the debonding structure will
not possess a contact zone for the case of applied pressure when the base structure is supported
such that its edges are free to rotate "hinged supports# whether free or _xed with regard to

translation[ For the case of internal pressure loading when the edges are prohibited from rotating
"clamped supports#\ whether free or _xed with regard to translation\ it was established that the
presence of a full contact zone is possible[ Thus\ for this case either b  a\ or b  L9\ the latter
occurring only if the kinematic condition k1 "a¦# ³ 9 is satis_ed[ If this condition is not satis_ed\
then b  a[
With the above established\ the energy release rates can be written in terms of the loading
parameter explicitly\ for each case under consideration[ The equations for the growth paths!
:threshold curves l vs a "or a# and D vs a "or a# may then be found directly from the transversality
conditions "18?#\ and take the general forms
l 0 l:z1g  0:zV"a ^ S\ b#\ D 0 D:z1g  K −0 "a ^ S\ b#:zV"a ^ S\ b#\

"31a\b#

where b  a or L0\ V"a ^ S\ b# is the normalized energy release rate per square of the normalized
load\ S is the set of sti}nesses of the structure\ and "l\ D# correspond one to one with each "l\ D#
pair de_ned earlier in this section[ In this way\ the evolution of the debonding structure may be
characterized using the analytical solution for each particular problem of interest[ Results for
speci_c simple test con_gurations are presented in the next section[ These include the tensile loaded
patched plate with clamped!free and pinned!free edges and the three!point loaded patched plate
specimen[

3[ Results for edge loaded plates
In this section\ results are presented for patched plates subjected to applied in!plane tension
"Fig[ 0"a## and patched plates subjected to three!point transverse loading "Fig[ 0"b##[ In each case
analytical solutions for the particular problem\ based on a linearization of the formulation pre!
sented in Section 1\ are employed to generate the corresponding threshold curves and sti}ness
degradation curves[ We recall that for ~at structures all length scales are normalized with respect
to the half length of the base plate[ We therefore consider the speci_c base structure of half!
span L9  0[ To provide direct comparison with corresponding results pertaining to plates with
untapered patches "Bottega\ 0884#\ we consider a base plate of normalized thickness h9  9[94[ We
likewise consider a patch of the same total thickness hp  h9\ outside the tapered region[ In all
cases\ the patch under consideration will consist of a total of four identical layers "n  3# outside
the tapered region\ hence ha  hp:n and Ea  Ep\ a  0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ n\ where we recall that Ea is the ratio
of the modulus of layer a of the patch to that of the base plate\ as de_ned in Section 1[ It was
shown in "Bottega\ 0884# and related studies "Bottega and Loia\ 0885# and "Bottega and Loia\
0886#\ where the characteristics of uniform untapered patches of modulus ratios of 9[0\ 0\ and 09
were studied and compared\ that relatively compliant patches were generally more desirable than
their sti}er counterparts with regard to the critical load level and the extent and stability of
debonding[ It is therefore of interest to examine the possibility that tapering the edge of the patch
will suppress debonding\ while maintaining a desired level of sti}ness of the patch over the central
region of the span[ To this end then we shall consider an intermediately sti} patch\ one for which
the sti}nesses of the patch and hence the modulus of each of its layers is the same as that of the
base plate[ We thus consider patches such that Ea  Ep  0 "a  0Ð3# throughout this study[ To
investigate the in~uence of the degree of taper\ simulations will be performed for a range of taper

angles\ c\ where c is de_ned as shown in Fig[ 1[ For brevity\ results are presented for the range
59> ¾ c ¾ 76>\ as well as for the untapered case c  9>\ as these values of the taper angle are
su.cient to demonstrate the e}ects of taper for these loading conditions[ We recall from the
corresponding discussion presented in Section 2 that a contact zone will not be present for the two
loading types to be considered in this section[ We _rst consider the case of applied in!plane tension[
3[0[ Patched plate subjected to applied in!plane tension
We next present results for the case of a patched plate\ such that the edges of the base plates are
subjected to a distributed in!plane tensile load of normalized intensity T9[ Both hinged!free and
clamped!free support conditions will be examined[
3[0[0[ Hin`ed!free supports
The threshold curves and sti}ness degradation curves for the case of hinged!free support
conditions are displayed in Figs 3"a#Ð"c# for the speci_c taper angles\ c  59\ 79 and 74>[ The
corresponding results for an untapered patch "c  9># are also displayed in each _gure for
comparison[ Speci_cally\ the curves are presented in terms of the renormed tensile load\
T  T9 :z1g\ as a function of the conjugate bond zone size\ a\ in Fig[ 3"a#[ In a similar fashion\
the corresponding curves are presented in terms of the renormed "in!plane# edge de~ection\
DL  u92 "L9 #:z1g\ as a function of a in Fig[ 3"b#[ The associated global sti}nesses\
KL  T:DL \ are displayed as a function of a in Fig[ 3"c#[ It may be seen that each of the curves
is piecewise continuous\ with discontinuities occurring at the boundary of each particular step
within the tapered region[
Consideration of Fig[ 3"a# shows that the threshold curves expressed in terms of the critical
tension are piecewise constant and hence that the tapering\ in this case\ simply raises the threshold
value of the renormed tension above its base value "that for c  9># for a given reduction in patch
thickness[ The elevation in the threshold level of the load is seen to be the same throughout a
segment of uniform patch thickness:sti}ness\ regardless of the taper angle and regardless of the
location of the bond zone boundary[ As was observed for the untapered case "Bottega\ 0884#\2 it
is seen for the case of force controlled loading that once the critical load level is achieved debonding
ensues and propagates in an unstable and catastrophic manner regardless of the initial size of
debonded area[
Consideration of Fig[ 3"b# shows the threshold curves expressed in terms of the edge de~ection
to be monotonically increasing within segments of constant patch thickness:sti}ness[ For this case
however\ the enhancement of the threshold level is seen to diminish with increased tapering for a
given bond zone boundary though the elevation is\ of course\ spread out over the increased length
of the step[ It is seen that\ for de~ection controlled loading\ debonding initially occurs in a stable

2
We remark that for the patched plate only\ for this particular loading case only and for this particular support
condition only\ the threshold curves for the untapered case presented in Bottega "0884# ðand quoted in Loia and Bottega
"0884#Ł are o} by a numerical factor[ The correct "constant# value corresponding to the modulus ratio Ea  0 is T  166
as given above\ while that corresponding to Ea  9[0 is T  348 and that for Ea  09 is T  034[ We emphasize that
this does not alter any of the qualitative results or corresponding conclusions presented in Bottega "0884# or Loia and
Bottega "0884# pertaining to these or any other results[
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Fig[ 3[ Threshold curves for plates\ with patches of selected taper angles\ subjected to applied in!plane tension for the
case of hinged!free supports[ "a# Critical tension vs conjugate bond zone size\ "b# critical in!plane edge de~ection vs
conjugate bond zone size\ "c# associated global sti}ness as a function conjugate bond zone size[

(c)

Fig[ 3*continued[

manner for a given initial debond size but becomes unstable and catastrophic once the conjugate
bond zone boundary encounters a step and that this may occur with only modest increases in the
controlled edge de~ection[ In contrast\ the untapered structure debonds in a stable manner regard!
less of the size of the debonded region[ It is thus seen that for de~ection controlled loading\ tapering
increases the critical {load| level for debonding but can have catastrophic consequences if the
critical level of the edge de~ection is reached[
Finally\ let us consider Fig[ 3"c# which displays the reduction in global sti}ness as a function of
conjugate bond zone boundary[ It may be noted that when the bond zone boundary lies within
the tapered region the corresponding reduction in global sti}ness is seen to be more dramatic\ for
a given step\ as the taper angle diminishes[ This seemingly counter intuitive result may be attributed
to the fact that the more severe the taper\ and hence the more ~exible the structure\ the larger the
~exure and associated transverse de~ection resulting from the di}erence in the location of the
neutral axis within the bonded untapered region from that in the base plate[ Such deformations
tend to counter the in!plane stretching e}ects resulting in smaller in!plane de~ections per unit load
at the edges of the base plate and hence correspondingly higher values of the global sti}ness[
3[0[1[ Clamped!free supports
The threshold curves\ expressed in terms of the renormed tension T and renormed in!plane
edge de~ection DL \ and the sti}ness degradation curves for the case of clamped!free support
conditions are\ respectively\ displayed in Figs 4"a#Ð"c# for the speci_c taper angles\ c  59\ 79 and
74>\ as well as for the untapered case c  9>[ It may be seen that each of the curves is piecewise
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Fig[ 4[ Threshold curves for plates\ with patches of selected taper angles\ subjected to applied in!plane tension for the
case of _xed!free supports[ "a# Critical tension vs conjugate bond zone size\ "b# critical in!plane edge de~ection vs
conjugate bond zone size\ "c# associated global sti}ness as a function conjugate bond zone size[
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Fig[ 4*continued[

continuous\ with discontinuities occurring at the boundary of each particular step within the
tapered region[ The threshold curves depicted in both Figs 4"a# and "b# are seen to be monotonically
increasing\ within a segment of uniform patch thickness:sti}ness\ and to suddenly decrease at the
boundary of each particular step[ It may be further observed that increasing the degree of tapering
raises the threshold level of both the applied tension and the in!plane edge de~ection[ The results
therefore suggest\ for both force and de~ection controlled tests\ that when the critical load level is
achieved for a given initial bond size\ debonding ensues and progresses in a stable manner until a
step boundary is achieved at which point a moderate amount of unstable debonding occurs\
followed by stable debonding and so on until the untapered region of the patch is encountered[ At
this point\ debonding progresses in a stable manner as for the untapered case "Bottega\ 0884#[ It
may be noted that even when unstable debonding occurs\ the extent of growth that is predicted
for the present case is still below that which is predicted to occur for an untapered patch at the
same load level[ Finally\ consideration of Fig[ 4"c# indicates that the global sti}ness is reduced
with increased tapering when the bond zone boundary lies within the tapered region\ as might be
anticipated\ as clamping of the edges restricts the amount of ~exure and associated in!plane
{contraction| as compared with the case of hinged!free supports[ For this particular loading and
support condition\ tapering of the edge of the patch may be considered to produce a favorable
result in that the critical load levels are raised above those for the untapered patch and the extent
of debonding is reduced even though some unstable debonding is predicted to occur where it would
have been stable otherwise[

3[1[ Patched plate subjected to three!point loadin`
We next present results pertaining to the fundamental con_guration of three!point loading of a
patched plate whose edges are subjected to a distributed transverse load of normalized intensity
Q9[ Threshold curves and sti}ness degradation curves are displayed in Figs 5"a#Ð"c# for the speci_c
taper angles\ c  79\ 74 and 76>\ as well as for the untapered case c  9>[ Speci_cally\ threshold
curves are presented in terms of the renormed load intensity\ Q  Q9 :z1g\ in Fig[ 5"a# and the
renormed transverse edge de~ection\ DQ  w92 "L9 #:z1g\ in Fig[ 5"b#\ both as functions of the
conjugate bond zone size\ a[ Plots of the corresponding degradation of the global sti}ness\
KQ  Q:DQ \ as a function of the conjugate bond zone size are displayed in Fig[ 5"c#[ As for the
case of applied in!plane tension\ it may be seen that each of the curves is piecewise continuous
with discontinuities occurring at the boundary of each particular step within the tapered region[
It is also seen that the threshold values of the applied load and corresponding edge de~ection are
increased as a result of the tapering but drop abruptly at the boundary of each step[ It is seen\ by
comparison of the paths\ that when the threshold levels suddenly drop they drop to what would
be the extension of the path of a patch of more moderate taper possessing the equivalent sti}ness
within the tapered region[ It is seen\ from Fig[ 5"a#\ that while introducing a _nite taper at the
edge of the patch raises the initial threshold level of the applied load with increasing taper\ for a
given initial size of the bonded region\ once debonding ensues it progresses in an unstable and
catastrophic manner for force controlled loading[ This characteristic is evidently independent of
the presence or degree of tapering[ The case of deformation controlled loading\ however\ o}ers a
more interesting scenario[ Upon consideration of Fig[ 5"b#\ it may be seen that\ as for the applied
force\ the threshold level of the transverse edge displacement is raised according to the degree of
taper\ and that the segments of the curves following the drops at step boundaries continue as
equivalent extensions of less severely tapered patches according to the patch sti}ness within the
tapered region[ It is seen that\ as for the untapered case\ once the threshold level is achieved\
debonding ensues and progresses in a catastrophic manner\ in an unstable followed by a stable
manner\ or in a stable manner depending upon the initial size of the bonded region for a de~ection
controlled test[ It may be noted\ however\ that while introducing tapering is seen to raise the
corresponding threshold level for a given initial bond zone size\ once debonding is initiated it may
progress in an unstable manner to a greater extent than it would have had there been milder
tapering or no tapering at all[ Thus\ the introduction of tapering is seen to destabilize the debonding
process for de~ection controlled loading for this con_guration[

4[ Concluding remarks
The problem of 0!D edge debonding of layerwise step!tapered patches from base structures of
both ~at and curved geometries\ has been considered[ A self!consistent formulation has been
presented resulting in mathematical models of the composite structure "both ~at and curved# as
an assemblage of the primitive structures corresponding to the individual layers of the patch and
the base structure modeled as individual shells or plates accordingly\ both in the intact and
debonded segments of the structure[ Also included are the conditions which establish the location
of the propagating boundary of the bonded region and the corresponding boundary of an adjacent
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Fig[ 5[ Threshold curves for plates\ with patches of selected taper angles\ subjected to three!point loading[ "a# Critical
load intensity vs conjugate bond zone size\ "b# critical transverse edge de~ection vs conjugate bond zone size\ "c#
associated global sti}ness as a function conjugate bond zone size[
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Fig[ 5*continued[

region of sliding contact[ The former includes the energy release rates expressed in terms of the
assembled and primitive structural segments[ Three general loading types were considered ^ "i#
applied in!plane:circumferential tension\ "ii# three!point transverse loading\ and "iii# applied
internal:transverse pressure[
It was shown\ based on a linearization of the nonlinear formulation presented\ that a contact
zone can only be present for the case of applied internal:transverse pressure\ and that when it
occurs it will cover the entire debonded region of the patch[ In addition\ the case of edge point
contact of the debonded segment of the patch was considered[
Results of numerical simulations\ based on analytical solutions\ were presented for the case of
applied in!plane tension and three point transverse loading for selected ~at plates\ the former for
both clamped and pinned supports at the edges of the base plate[ It was seen that while tapering
of the edge of the patch generally raised the threshold level of the load for the two loading types
for which results were presented\ in some cases it transformed the debonding process to be unstable
and possibly catastrophic in certain circumstances for which debonding was stable without the
taper[
It is evident that the e}ects of tapering must therefore be carefully studied[ Toward this end\ an
extensive analysis and intricate results pertaining to the complex debonding scenarios occurring
for pressure loaded structures\ both ~at and curved\ are presented in Part 1 of this study "Karlsson
and Bottega\ 0887#[

Appendix A ] Bond zone stresses
The expressions for the stresses "Lagrange multipliers# occurring at the interface between the
patch and the base structure within the intact segment of the composite structure\ s $ S0\ are found
from the "linearized# equations for the primitive structures corresponding to that region "not
presented# together with the corresponding equations for the intact composite structure\ eqns
"02a\b# for i  0[ After some manipulation\ we _nd
s0"0# "s#  −a"q# p9 ¦kðn"q# N9 ¦m"q# k0 "s#Ł\

"k  9\ 0#

"s $ S0 #

t0"0# "s#  m"q# k?0 "s#\

"A0#
"A1#

where
a"q#  "A>"q# −r"q# B>"q# #:D"q# \

"A2a#

n"q#  a"q# ¦r"q# "B>"q# :B"q# #−"C>"q# :C"q# #\

"A2b#

m"q#  r"q# C>"q# −B>"q# [

"A2c#

Appendix B ] Formulation for edge contact
For the case of edge!point contact\ a constraint functional of the form given by
Lc  V9 ðw91 "L0 #−w01 "L0 #Ł

"B0#

is added to the functional given by eqn "7#\ with s0"1#  t0"1#  9\ where the quantity V9 is a Lagrange
multiplier[ For this case\ the debonded segments of the base structure and the patch for s $ S1 are
separated and the exterior lift zone\ region S20\ no longer exists[ Correspondingly\ the governing
di}erential equations pertaining to these regions take the forms of eqns "03a#Ð"04b# when sub!
scripted accordingly\ while the boundary and matching conditions at s  9\ s  a and s  L9
given by eqns "11a#Ð"12g# and "15a#Ð"15c# retain the same general form\ with the parameters
corresponding to region 1 with a superscript  interpreted in the present context\ and eqns "06b!
1# and "06d!1# no longer valid[
The boundary conditions corresponding to the membrane force and bending moment at the
patch edge\ eqns "14a# and "14b#\ respectively\ are maintained for the present case with the index
three replaced by two[ The shear balance at the boundary between regions S1 and S2\ however\ is
adjusted for the present case as a result of the inclusion of the constraint functional de_ned by eqn
"B0#[ It takes the form
ðM?2 −N2 w?
2 Ł sL0 −ðM?1 −N1 w?
1 Ł sL0  ðM>?
1 −N>
1 w>?
1 Ł sL0  V9 − 9\

"B1#

and is accompanied by the matching condition
w1 "L0 #  w>1 "L0 #\

"B2#

where the Lagrange multiplier\ V9\ corresponds to the normalized contact force[ The inequality
incorporated into eqn "B1# is imposed so as to restrict solutions to correspond to the physically

realizable con_gurations associated with compressive contact[ In addition\ for the case of edge
contact\ the conditions
N1 "L0 #  N2 "L0 #\
u1 "L0 #  m"L
2
0 #\

"B3a\b#

M1 "L0 #  M2 "L0 #\
w1 "L0 #  w2 "L0 #\ w?
1 "L0 #  w?
2 "L0 #\

"B3c\d\e#

replace the conditions given by eqns "13#[
Finally\ for the case of edge!point contact\ the transversality condition at r  a and the associated
energy release rate takes the same general form as de_ned in eqns "18b# but with the index three
replaced by two[ Incorporation of conditions "21# yields the form
GB "a# :

$

0
0
0
0
1
D9 k91
¦ D>"q# k1>1 − D"q# k0 1 ¦ "e# N 91
1
1
1
1C "q#

%

 1g\

"B4#

sa

in lieu of eqn "18?b#[ The integrability condition\ for the present case\ remains the same as that
given by eqn "23#[
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